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Efficient channel measurement report request and response
mechanism for MMR network
Yukihiro Takatani and Seishi Hanaoka
HItachi, Ltd.

1. Introduction
In 16j system, MMR-BS needs to know channel status of RSs and MSs to determine an appropriate path in
the network [1]. This contribution proposes an efficient channel measurement report request and response
mechanism for MMR network, defining new management messages (REP-REQ-ADV and REP-RSP-AGG).

2. Background
In the IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard [2], REP-REQ and REP-RSP message are defined. BS can request an MS
to report channel status (SINR, CINR) using REP-REQ message and this message is sent to each MS using
basic CID, by unicast manner.
In 16j system, MMR-BS needs to know channel status of RSs and MSs to determine an appropriate path in
the network (Authors presented a contribution regarding multi-hop path selection using REP-REQ and
REP-RSP messages in the Relay TG of the 802.16 session #47 [1]). If REP-REQ and REP-RSP are used,
MMR-BS needs to send multiple REP-REQs to RSs and MSs (Figure 1), and each RS and MS replies by
REP-RSP message to MMR-BS (Figure 2), therefore it will consume bandwidth resource.
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Figure 1 Sending REP-REQ to RSs and MSs in 16j system
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Figure 2 Sending REP-RSP to MMR-BS in 16j system

3. Proposed Method
We propose to define new management messages:
-

REP-REQ-ADV (Report Request Advertisement) to advertise a channel measurement report request to
all RSs in the MMR-cell
REP-RSP-AGG (Report Response Aggregation) to aggregate multiple channel measurement reports at
RS and to send to the MMR-BS.

MMR-BS sends REP-REQ-ADV message to neighboring RSs, and conventional REP-REQ messages to
neighboring MSs. When RS receives REP-REQ-ADV, it forwards this message to neighboring RSs, and creates
REP-REQ messages on behalf of the MMR-BS, and send them to neighboring MSs (Figure 3). REP-REQ-ADV
message is sent to all RSs by broadcast manner, it will save bandwidth consumption compared to the
conventional REP-REQ message sent by unicast manner. In addition, MS can receive a conventional REP-REQ
message, therefore it doesn’t need any specification change.
After receiving REP-REQ-ADV message, RS waits for receiving REP-RSP messages from neighboring RSs
and/or MSs. If RS receives them, it aggregates these messages. RS starts the waiting timer when it receives
REP-REQ-ADV message from MMR-BS, and when the timeout occurs, RS creates REP-RSP-AGG message
aggregating multiple channel measurement reports received by neighboring RSs and/or MSs, and send it to
MMR-BS (Figure 4). It will save band consumption compared to the conventional method using REP-RSP
messages. If RS receives REP-REQ-AGG messages from neighboring RSs before its timeout, it can aggregate
them as well. After the timeout, RS simply forwards received REP-RSP or REP-RSP-AGG to MMR-BS. The
waiting timer at RS is used to avoid the serious delay of channel measurement report delivery to MMR-BS.
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Figure 3 Sending REP-REQ-ADV to RSs
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Figure 4 Sending REP-REQ-AGG to MMR-BS
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Figure 5 shows the flow chart of receiving REP-REQ-ADV at RS, and Figure 6 shows flow chart of waiting for
channel measurement reports (REP-RSP and/or REP-RSP-AGG) at RS.

Start

Start the waiting timer

Are there any
neighbouring RSs?

No

Yes
Forward REP-REQ-ADV to neighbouring RSs

Are there any
neighbouring MSs?

No

Yes
Create REP-REQ messages and send them to neighbouring MSs

End

Figure 5 Flow chart of receiving REP-REQ-ADV at RS
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Figure 6 Flow chart of waiting for channel measurement reports (REP-RSP or REP-RSP-AGG) at RS

4. Proposed text changes
6.3.15.6 Requesting and reporting of measurements

[Insert the following text at the end of the subclause 6.3.15.6]
In MMR network, an efficient channel measurement report request and response mechanism can be used, as
follows.
MMR-BS broadcasts REP-REQ-ADV message to all RSs in the MMR cell, and sends REP-REQ messages to
neighboring MSs. When RS receives REP-REQ-ADV, it creates REP-REQ messages on behalf of the MMR-BS,
and send them to neighboring MSs.
After receiving REP-REQ-ADV message, RS waits for receiving REP-RSP messages from neighboring RSs
and/or MSs. If RS receives them, it aggregates these messages. RS starts the waiting timer when it receives
REP-REQ-ADV message from MMR-BS, and when the timeout occurs, RS creates REP-RSP-AGG message
aggregating multiple channel measurement reports received by neighboring RSs and/or MSs, and send it to
MMR-BS. If RS receives REP-REQ-AGG messages from neighboring RSs before its timeout, it can aggregate
them as well. After the timeout, RS simply forwards received REP-RSP or REP-RSP-AGG to MMR-BS. The
waiting timer at RS is used to avoid the serious delay of channel measurement report delivery to MMR-BS.
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[Add new subclause]
6.3.2.3.65 REP-REQ-ADV message
This broadcast message is sent by MMR-BS to all RSs in the MMR-cell. It is used to advertise a channel
measurement report request to RSs. When RS receives this message, it forwards this message to neighboring
RSs, and creates REP-REQ messages on behalf of the MMR-BS, and send them to neighboring MSs.
The differences between REP-REQ and REP-REQ-ADV are:
REP-REQ-ADV message is sent to all RSs by broadcast manner,
RS receiving this message creates REP-REQ messages on behalf of the MMR-BS, and send them to
neighboring MSs
Table XXX – Channel measurement report request advertisement (REP-REQ-ADV) message format
Syntax

Size

Notes

Report_Request_Advertizement_Message_Format() {
Management Message Type = XX

8 bits

variable

Report Request TLVs
}

The REP-REQ-ADV message shall contain the following TLV encoded parameter:
Report Request

[Add new subclause]
6.3.2.3.66 REP-RSP-AGG message
When RS receives REP-RSP messages from neighboring RSs and/or MSs, it aggregates the content of
multiple REP-RSP messages, create REP-RSP-AGG message and send it to MMR-BS. RS may also aggregate
multiple REP-RSP-AGG messages received from neighboring RSs.
REP-RSP-AGG message format can contain multiple channel measurement reports, identified by MAC
address of MS or RS.
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Table XXX – Channel measurement report response aggregation (REP-RSP-AGG) message format
Syntax

Size

Notes

Report_Response_Aggregation_Message_Format() {
Management Message Type = XX

8 bits

NumberOfReports

8 bits

for (i=0; i<NumberOfReports; i++){
MAC address

48 bits

MAC address of MS or RS

variable

Report Request TLVs
}
}

The REP-RSP-AGG message shall contain the following TLV encoded parameter:
Report Request
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